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There seems to be much confusion about the roles and workings of business accelerators and
incubators. Many use these terms interchangeably, when, in fact, they have distinguishing factors.
Both accelerators and incubators aim to support startups – to grow and scale up – but in their own
ways.
Incubators and accelerators groom startups by providing guidance and mentorship using slightly
different methods. They serve different types of startups at different stages of the business cycle to
achieve different outcomes. Incubators typically assist startups at the idea stage, whereas
accelerators assist startups that have passed this stage. Incubators nurture startups by offering the
necessary tools and advice – from providing office space, business skills training, and mentorship to
access to financing and professional networks and other valuable resources necessary to build and
grow a business from scratch. Incubators generally provide longer-term support (which may even
span several years) and are more open-ended in duration. However, most incubators typically do not
offer their own in-house technology or product development support; nor do they provide funding.

A startup that has used the services of an incubator is expected to have incorporated its business,
formed a team, gained a good understanding of the market, and developed some kind of prototype or
product. At this stage, it would require a certain expertise and support to devise a business plan to
grow the business, to develop a product or technology, and conduct initial market testing. This is
where it needs further guidance and where the services provided by an accelerator come in to help
it develop institutional strength, vision and strategy.
Accelerators are cohort-based programs that provide customized mentorship, education and training
tailored to early-stage startups to further grow and scale up their business or technology. The
accelerator’s focus is on speedy growth and resolving organizational, operational, and strategic
problems. A business acceleration program usually runs for three to six months and ends with a
“Demo Day”, when the startup gets a chance to pitch to prospective investors. Accelerators also
provide access to investors; they usually offer some level of pre-seed or seed investment as well, in
return for an equity stake in the business. Accelerators normally focus on one specific industry or
technology, offering more specialized resources for a startup from within their cohorts, whereas
incubators tend to provide a broad range of resources for such companies. After such a program, a
startup is typically ready and may consider raising another round of funding (for example, series A
funding) or probably approaching another accelerator with a more specialized, industry-specific
program to further develop and grow its business.
Indeed, an accelerator’s and incubator’s services overlap, as the following image shows, probably
explaining much of the confusion that exists.

In essence, incubators help companies ‘stand and walk’, while accelerators teach companies to ‘run’.
Be it an early startup or an established organization, both incubators and accelerators are important
for fostering and boosting growth, which in turn boosts a country’s economic growth.
Acuity Knowledge Partners supports both new-age and established organizations to scale up their
operations and leverage partnerships to sustain growth. We have dedicated teams of highly qualified
analysts, who work with clients in strategy research assignments, including target identification and
evaluation, market monitoring, competitor strategy analysis, peer benchmarking, and financial
modeling.
Source: Business Incubators and Accelerators: The National Picture, dated April 2017
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